York House, Malton, provisional assessment of extent and significance of surviving paint and other
surface treatments.

York House dates in its core from at least the later medieval period. It seems to have undergone
significant alterations during the 15th and 16th centuries before major change again was wrought around
1620, when the house probably belonged to Ralph Eure, though Thomas Heslerton was resident during
the 1640s, and then during the period of Sir William Strickland’s ownership from 1684 until 1725, and
his son’s, 1725 – 1735. In 1739, the house was sold by the executors (including Hugh Cholmley) of the
Strickland estates to Sir Thomas Watson-Wentworth, Marquess of Rockingham who had purchased the
majority of Malton in 1713 from William Palmes. By 1720 at least, major, high status transformations
had been executed upon both exterior and interior fabric, possibly under the guidance of Nicholas
Hawksmoor or John Vanbrugh, both of whom were known by Strickland in London in his capacity as MP
for Malton and were also working at nearby Castle Howard from 1701. Sir William Strickland had bought
the neighbouring ‘hunting lodge’ from the son and widow of Sir Thomas Hebblethwaite in 1672 and is
reputed to have employed Vanbrugh in extensive improvement works to this building. It would seem
almost certain, however, that improvements to York House were executed during the 1690s, ruling out
involvement of the architects of Castle Howard. The Palladian central range seems most likely to have

been product of a local stonemason architect, heavily influenced by the work of Inigo Jones. Further
stylistic amendments may have been made to the house after 1739, under the auspices of Thomas
Watson Wentworth, Marquess of Rockingham, but these would seem to have been minimal. Certain
significant evolutions of detail – such as the partial removal of panelling to facilitate the introduction of
stretched fabrics seem most likely to have happened during the ownership of the younger William
Strickland, between 1725 and 1735. In 1782, the Estate fell to the Fitzwilliam family by inheritance, via
the sister of the Marquess of Rockingham. The Fitzwilliam Estate remains the owner of York House as
well as of the majority of property within the historic borough of New Malton. By 1784, York House was
tenanted by the Smithson family, solicitors to the Fitzwilliam Estate in Malton at this time, representing
the first slide in status since the core building had been erected. This slide became a slippery slope
beyond the tenure of the Smithson’s and expedient repair came increasingly to dominate the approach
to the maintenance of the internal and external fabric. Whilst still a middle class home, the building was
one such amongst many within the rental portfolio of the Estate. When in town, the Earl Fitzwilliam
resided at the much extended and refurbished Lodge on Old Maltongate, certainly after 1878.
Significant alterations and repairs were carried out to York House in 1898, when panelling was inserted
beneath the stairs, new doors introduced in this area and a new balustrade installed upon the main
landing, itself newly created at this time by the shifting northward of the south wall of the great
chamber. New chimney stacks were built above, of west Yorkshire gritstone, displacing Hildenley
limestone and brick chimneys from Strickland’s time. Some redecorating also took place in 1903 but the
vast majority of historic fabric was left untouched by these. Some parts of the house were replastered at
this time (with a hard lime plaster), the earlier plaster removed (although traces of earlier earth plaster
remain even here); a semi-circular arched recess was introduced into the east wall of the front
groundfloor room of the east wing (perhaps displacing an earlier square-headed recess),confirming this
as a dining room (the recess for a side table); the south groundfloor room of the west wing was reduced
in size, the panelling relocated southwards to create a small room next to the kitchen (which after 1967
became the kitchen itself) and, probably, a butler’s parlour in the now much smaller south room which
may, previously, have been a breakfast room. Architect CH Channon’s sketch of this part of the house,
with proposed alterations survives in the Fitzwilliam Archive. The prospective tenant was William
Cooper of Boulton and Coopers,’ auctioneers and valuers; estate and house agents’. Toilets were
introduced at the west end of the room and a partition wall. This explains the plaster cornice found at
this end of the room, the original and remainder of the cornice being of pitch pine. A list of proposed
repairs and maintenance within the house, annotated by the agent, survives (see appendix). The part of
the SW room not designated for toilets is identified in the agent’s list as a ‘gun room’. When Chandler’s
changes were undone in 1937, along with other minor alteration works, the lost earlier timber cornice at
the west end of the south room was reproduced in plaster, run in situ and done very well. Channon’s
drawing suggests that the north wall of this room had already been relocated to its current location in
1898. The brickwork and mortar of which it is built, however, is definitively of the late C19/early C20. It
was, perhaps rebuilt at this time, the earlier relocated wall being less substantial. Channon identifies the
small room to the north of the ‘butler’s parlour’ as the ‘Larder’. The brickwork of the north wall is very
similar to that of the shed in the south west of the yard. Probably at this time, 1898-1903, wallpapers
were removed from all but the attic storey, however, and replaced with lining paper on vertical surfaces;
anaglypta on the ceilings. Concrete stucco window surrounds were glued to the north elevation. In one

room, at least, the first floor SE room, plywood panelling was added where none had been before. In the
repair inventory, this room is identified as the Drawing Room. Nothing is proposed other than painting
the windows and skirting. This would suggest that the plywood panelling was introduced in 1937,
replacing what until then had been lath and plaster panels to east and west walls that had themselves
displaced full wainscot from circa 1690. Even this, however, had incorporated an earlier, circa 1620 oak
dado and had recycled oak panels from an earlier scheme. The 1937 intervention, therefore, reinstated
a full wainscot from circa 1690 within a surviving outer framework from 1690. The joinery cornice is
from at least this time, and is possibly a little earlier.
The last family to live in York House as a family home were the Wrays. Before then, the Coopers, of
Boulton and Cooper. By 1967, however, the west cross-wing had been converted into a self-contained
maisonette; the remainder of the house into a collection of offices. Historic spaces were thus divided
and thick layers of modern paint applied throughout. In the west wing, ordinary Portland cement
plasters were liberally applied, partially replacing very much older earth and lime plasters. A huge
kitchen fireplace was infilled and hidden behind opc and gypsum plaster. Gas fires were introduced in
front of earlier and later C18 fireplaces, themselves alterations – at the east end at least – of much
earlier C16 and C17 hearths. By 1987, the maisonette was no longer occupied and by the early 1990s, all
offices were empty and the house began to fall into disrepair. Where water does not penetrate,
however, neglect can be a benign conservator, and when conservation and repair works began in 2007,
the house was found to be in a generally sound condition for a property of such antiquity and upon
which so many different changes had been wrought, by so many hands and over so many years. Some
elements had been stolen or removed in the meantime, but most remained in situ.
It has become abundantly clear through the course of repair works that, apart from the removal during
the C20 of probably later C18 and C19 wallpapers, surface treatments – whether of plaster or paint –
have largely been added to rather than removed throughout the history of this house.
Early earth plaster remains, along with lime finish coat associated with it; this has haired lime plaster
work above it in many parts of the house, comprised of limestone dust and lime. In places, gypsum
plaster has been laid over these earlier treatments. In places traces of limewash on stone survives.
Earlier plaster ceilings, one from at least 1620, others from at least circa 1690 survived beneath 1903
anaglypta. In a few rooms, lath and plaster ceilings have been replaced as a whole during the later C19,
or in 1898 (though the list of repairs from this year agrees only to a minimum of works), with sawn pine
lath. In most rooms, however, C17 or C18 ceilings survive, the lath being robust, riven and oak. Some of
the lath, at least, may be earlier than even the C17. Current floor and ceiling heights had been achieved
by 1630, it would seem, having been somewhat lower, by 13” on the groundfloor and 6” on the first
floor of the east cross-wing, during the earlier period, if a brick-dating of 1560 for a three-centred
arched fireplace on the groundfloor of the east cross-wing is taken as accurate and reliable. The earliest
floor level within the house, however, is cobbled and lower still: some 30” below current floor levels in
the east cross-wing . This 1560 brick date is consistent with the hearth level of this fireplace. A recently
discovered fireplace above, contemporary with it, illustrates by its excavated hearth level that the first
floor was lower also at this time, but that the floor has been raised whilst leaving earlier joists in place,
which continue to support the ceiling below at the earlier level.

Panelling and cornices survive in the house from at least 1620. Most of the doors are from the late C17
and early C18, as are most of the internal door casements. Three circa 1690 sash windows also remain,
all others having likely been replaced in the later C19 (again, the 1898 inventory of repairs allows for no
wholesale replacement0. The casement of the front door and of a side door into the giant arch on the
south, as well as the doors these contain, date from the changes made by William Strickland at the end
of the 17th century. The door frame of the west doorway was recently uncovered beneath later –
plywood – fascias and is of the same pattern and age as the other two.
Remarkably, perhaps, all joinery of the house seems to retain every decorative finish ever applied to it.
No stripping of earlier finishes before the application of subsequent treatments would appear to have
taken place in any period, except, perhaps, to the plaster cornices in the east wing.
This means that thorough-going paint analysis would enhance, as well as inform, other judgements and
analyses of the house and its evolution.
The significance of this factor and the opportunity it represents for research and understanding, not only
in the context of this house but in general; not only locally, but nationally, has yet to be fully recognised
by the client, or English Heritage, to the extent that full-blown paint analysis has been commissioned.
This has meant that localised paint scrapes are currently the only available tool of investigation. Whilst
inevitably invasive and limited, this tool has already yielded significant information, and allowed for
some cross-referencing and the beginning of a useful sequencing of decorative treatments across the
range of interior architectural detail. It seems to confirm conclusions from other dating and sequencing
of detail; as well, perhaps, in certain cases, as offering tantalising glimpses of information that might
lead to some of the dating of exceptional architectural features being revised backwards in time. It
cannot, however, deliver scientifically accurate dates for the earliest or subsequent schemes. It can lead
to confusion.
For example, the suspected discovery by paint scrape of and deep blue paint and gilded scheme upon
the cornice of the south first floor room of the east cross-wing – typical of a period earlier than the
supposed circa 1715 addition to the exterior of the south elevation – raised the possibility that this
addition occurred earlier than can currently be proved. It is known that the central giant arch and
windows of the south elevation existed by 1720, because of a sketch of Malton from the south of this
date by Samuel Buck. Stylistically, these additions probably somewhat earlier. They are certainly more
English Baroque than Palladian in flavour, although they draw upon classical models. The oak dado
below the gilded cornice, as well as full-height panelling between the windows and – crucially – raised
and fielded panelling to the reveals of a doorway into a closet created by the addition of the giant arch,
all carry the same deep blue paint as the cornice. It is the first paint treatment on the panelling to the
closet doorway reveals. It is not the first treatment upon the cornice – beneath this scheme are two
earlier ones – of dark, sea-green and of white (size-bound whiting). The panelling between the windows
also has the earlier green and white beneath the blue – but these panels have clearly been reused at the
time the windows were introduced – they are of oak boards within pine stiles. These were probably in a
different location within this same room, however, in the earlier period and the oak boards, at least, of
the same period as the cornice. This conclusion is supported by the presence of the dark green and

whiting treatments beneath the blue. Whiting was also the first treatment of the oak panels that form
the dado of the room below. These have the same moulding as those above, but have been relocated
upside down in the lower room when reused. Whilst upstairs, it seems the original and early stucco was
retained, in the room below, the oak dado is used with C18 lime stucco, very rich in hair, and the
bolection dado rail is of pitch pine, circa 1715.

Does the blue scheme offer a clue to an earlier period of construction for the giant arch and the
introduction of the windows, perhaps earlier in William Strickland’s occupation of the house – perhaps
much more contemporary with major works – also to create closets – that he carried out to Boynton
Hall, his family seat? Or is the use of a blue and gilded scheme somewhat out of time, used around 1715
when already passé? Or did its use persist longer than researchers have previously thought, at least in
the north, and among the gentry? It should be remembered that Sir William Strickland’s political career
meant that he spent alot of time in London, by-passing any theoretical south-north time-lag in
awareness of the latest architectural fashions.
What does seem to be clear is that the south bedroom retained its earlier form well beyond major
alterations elsewhere in the house. The high status bedroom to the north was altered in the early C18 –
the panelling covers earlier two-coat earth and lime plaster which was applied directly to the stone
walls. In the south bedroom, this early plaster survived, along with the oak dado and pitch pine cornice
above. Both projected 4” from the wall at their points of contact, the ‘gap’ between the base of the
cornice and the wall being made up with a finish-plastered strip on lath. This remains in situ. It seems
probable as well that the earliest brick fireplace also remained. The remnants of stone fireplace that
were built back into the later infilling are stylistically of the later C18. The north room will have been the
bedroom of Elizabeth Palmes-Strickland; the south room that of William Strickland himself. Did he retain
the antiquarian simplicity of the earlier room, adding only the blue and gilt scheme to the cornice and
the blue to the other joinery of the room, retaining the simple form of the panelling between the

windows and only introducing more fashionable raised and fielded panelling within the closet he had
created with the southern addition of the giant arch?

blues over green and white on panel boards
between the windows

inner reveal of closet doorway

Note, December 2009.
Removal of an applied C19 picture rail and partial stripping of clearly older panellingshows that the deep
blue existed at the time that the picture rail was applied. Its presence all around the room at the
uppermost level of the panelling leads to the conclusion that the room was perhaps fully panelled when
the plywood replacement took place, or else that it had been adapted similarly to the NE room, with the

dado and the original outer framework of 1690 panelling left in place to receive lath and plaster on the
east and west walls in order for fabric to be stretched upon it. In the late C19 or even in 1937, perhaps
because the lath had become infested or had otherwise decayed, this was replaced with new plywood
and pine panelling.

In the north bedroom then, the panelling is definitively of the early years of the C18 at the latest and
almost certainly from the last decade of the C17. The first paint treatment of this panelling was olive
green. There is no deep blue. The same olive green appears as a subsequent treatment of the gilded and
blue cornice, followed by red (this same red was the first paint treatment of the baroque stone fireplace
in the room below), ochre, graining and yellow ochre again before white C20 emulsion.

The moulding of the south bedroom cornice is classically inspired, but much more artisan mannerist in
interpretation – having three orders of cyma-reversa below an upper order cyma-recta. The cornice of
the north bedroom is much more varied academically informed and enjoys proper proportion. They are
the product of different minds and hands, working in different times.
Paint scrapes of the surviving earlier window and door-frames confirm their age, as well as illustrating
their relative exposure to the elements, and, therefore, the considered need to repaint over the years.
Those to the south have up to 4mm of paint in places, eating up the definition of their classical
mouldings (which reflect those of the stone window surrounds). Common to all, however, is an original
and first treatment of the pitch-pine of which they are made with a rich brown varnish.

To the south, this was followed by a lemon yellow, before perhaps olive green (like that used internally),
then a pale blue and then yellow ochres (also as used internally), which latter pigments seem to have
dominated the treatment of the interiors from the later C18 onwards.

early C18 window casement, south
elevation

The surviving slightly lower status bedroom of circa 1690, located in the south of the west cross-wing,
had a first treatment of pearl grey, then olive, before ochres came to dominate.

The circa 1620 pitch pine panelling of the former great chamber may have been shellac varnished in the
first instance. The first colours survive upon a section of cornice lost behind the south wall when it was
relocated further north, probably in the mid-C18 (NB December 2009; it is now considered that this

change occurred during the later, despite the plaster of the stud wall associated with the relocation
being of lime stabilised earth with added hay. It may even have happened in 1898, though it does not
appear on the repair schedule).This is a dull mustard colour, but was probably a ‘gold ochre’ or copperas
pigmented treatment – is this ‘lute colour’ as described in contemporary specifications? Later, this room
received pearl grey, olive, pale blue and yellow ochre(see sequences below). The first colour over the
pitch pine itself is a red pigment that resisted stripping. This is the first colour on all pitch pine joinery in
the house. Is this a colour scheme or a primer to reduce the effects upon subsequent paints of the
resinous pitch-pine substrate?

’lute’ colour, pearl grey beneath, perhaps.
later (and pre-1903)
colours of great chamber
panelling. The lower
panels had anaglypta
applied in 1903.

colours of door casement into giant-arched space. This is sheltered from the weather and has few paint
layers. Varnish was the first treatment. Pale blue later, which also appears on the front, north door
casement.

Inside of stair window. First treatment
of varnish,then paints, as outside.
Window is oak.

The ornamented plaster cornice of the south groundfloor room has been considered by some to be of
relatively recent introduction. Its pattern reflects that of the baroque chimney-piece however, and has

an English Baroque idiosyncrasy, alternating egg and shell ornament upon the ovolo section. Paint
scrapes would seem to confirm that it is contemporary with early C18 alterations. There are multiple
layers of paint, up to 3mm thick in places, which disguise the accomplishment and subtlety of the
workmanship. The first colour is a bright yellow ochre, then an olive green the same shade as elsewhere
in the house from the early C18. This is followed by other yellow ochres before the current white
emulsion. The same scheme exists upon the plastered beams of the scheme (see below). The olive green
may also be seen on the lime plaster of the wall below, as it meets the cornice. This may be a remnant
of a complete olive green scheme. It may be overspill from the painting of the cornice only, covered
subsequently by another colour, fabric or wallpaper. There is the suggestion of a varnish-like coating of
the plaster at this level also – perhaps size associated with wallpapering.

It is to be hoped that the forgoing discussion will encourage a deeper and more thorough-going scheme
of paint analysis within York House. Such analysis would be important not only for as thorough an

understanding of the evolution and detail of the historic fabric of this building as possible prior to the
final conservation of the building and these important features of it, but also to increase the sum of
general knowledge of the subject. The information contained within much of the fabric of this particular
building is some of it, at least, of potentially national significance and may have a significant contribution
to make to the study and understanding not only of gentry housing as a whole, but to their decorative
treatment.
It is very rare for complete decorative schemes to survive intact and to be available, therefore, not only
for considered revelation or recording as part of a conservation programme, but for concrete study of
materials and practices and actual appearance in the past. That blue and gilded schemes existed is
known primarily from documentary sources. Bristow mentions only one surviving in situ scheme in the
UK. Others will, of course, survive, but may be neither known about nor discovered. Very few examples
of C17 or early C18 olive green (‘sad’ colour) interiors survive intact either and are known to have been
the norm mainly from paintings commissioned at the time. Most of these paintings are of wealthier
families ensconced in grand and opulent interiors. Much fewer are of the gentry class in their domestic
environments.
The apparent survival of original, and of each successive, decorative scheme upon the joinery within
York House is, therefore, of exceptional significance and adds to the already exceptional significance of
the house as a whole.
It is essential, therefore, that these features are properly and appropriately investigated, analysed and
recorded, and that conservation works to these elements are informed by the full and proper
understanding of them. It is essential, in other words, that the opportunity is grasped, not ignored or
eluded.
The technology and expertise to remove paint layers individually exists. Subject to discussion and proper
analysis, a decision may be taken to reveal earlier and especially significant decorated surfaces for the
enhancement of the historic interest, appropriate and most productive use, and longer-term survival of
this house.
Gentry houses have fallen between the twin stools of grand and vernacular buildings in terms of
research and understanding. It is to be hoped that the conservation of York House can be a part of the
developing area of study that will begin to address this knowledge gap in the near future.

nigel copsey 29.03.2008

Amended observations, December 2009.
Partial stripping – of modern acrylic paints – has offered more information short of proper and
thoroughgoing paint analysis.
In the first floor south east room, it is now clear that the blue scheme and the gilding are NOT
contemporary. The gilding is associated with a much later, probably Victorian scheme. The ‘midnight
blue’ /linseed blue scheme is much earlier, and almost certainly from circa 1690. The gilding seems to be
associated with a somewhat inferior ‘graining’ scheme. Beneath the blue scheme on the cornice and
some of the panelling (the oak recycled into the panelling of the south wall), there is a green and,
beneath this, a white, which is the first treatment. Above the blue, there is a pale olive and above this, a
yellow ochre. Yellow ochre is the last scheme before the modern paint.
In the first floor north east room, the sequence of paints, unscientifically expressed, is: first, a pale olive
green; a darker olive green; a paler olive green; a grey blue; a ‘duck egg’ blue; a pale grey green; light
yellow ochre; dark yellow ochre; a pale shiny graining scheme; a copperas with sheen; modern
undercoat (pink); modern white. It is considered that these are all paints applied to this joinery since its
introduction circa 1690.

In the groundfloor south east room, to the enriched plaster cornice and beams, there are many fewer
coats – a pale grey green followed by a dark yellow ochre followed by modern paint. However, it is very
likely that the cornice is older than the similarly moulded beams. They carry the same paint schemes.
The deduction, therefore, is that the earlier paint schemes were stripped from the cornice at the time
that matching moulded plasterwork was applied to the ceiling beams (one real, the other a dummy).
The most likely time for this would seem to be 1898 when extensive repair and ‘improvement’ works
were carried out in the house. Upon the cornice, in a very few areas, and especially in heavily indented
areas, there are remnants of a deep red. Similar flashes of red were observed during the stripping of the
circa 1690 chimney piece. It may not be unreasonable to suspect, therefore, that this deep ‘old’ red may
have been if not the late C17 colour scheme of this room, then an 18th century one. It was certainly an

earlier scheme deliberately removed. It would seem to have been the first colour scheme applied to the
chimney piece.
Elsewhere, the observable sequence of paint schemes on the dado of the first floor SW room is: grey
(pietra serena); a paler grey (perhaps burnt umber); very pale green (similar to mountain green); stone
white; yellow ochre; darker yellow; modern green paint. All comparisons with Rose of Jericho colours.
To the panelling in this room, on the north wall, the sequence is: gold ochre (as in great chamber); duck
egg/pale linseed blue; yellow ochre; pale olive; darker olive.
These are also on the closet door, but yellow ochre precedes the gold ochre on the closet side of this
door. To the inside of the main door into this room, which has been mainly stripped, gold ochre is the
first and partly surviving scheme. This suggests, of course, that gold ochre in the great chamber dates
from the late C17 and that earlier C17 colours have been lost, or else varnish has.

closet side of door f/f SW room. Yellow ochre
first colour over red knotting fluid
In the NW f/f room, little joinery survives: a closet door and some panels beneath the windows.

The uppermost blue coats are modern. Over the early gold ochre beneath and beneath the greys
apparent elsewhere in the house, and the olive green, there is a brown pigment – much like Verona
brown.
The sequence in the first floor SE room seems to be: off-white; perhaps two shades of blue, paler and
darker, versions of a linseed blue; pale olive; yellow ochre and yellow.
In the great chamber, the panelling of which is thought to date from circa 1620, the first painted colour
is one not found elsewhere in the house: a dark copperas-like pigment. It might be an oil distemper. This

is followed by: pale olive (similar to mountain green); darker olive; blue (as elsewhere); a paler, ‘duck
egg’ blue similar to R of J ‘kings blue’; pink. Notably this sequence predates the application of anaglpta
wallpaper to some of the panelling during the late C19.

pre C19 colours, great chamber

paint samples,
linseed and flat oils

g/f SE room
plaster cornice.
Yellow ochre
beneath modern
acrylic paint.

cornice after modern
paint removal, f/f SW
room

Analysis of recent measured drawings of the cornices in York House suggests that the cornice in the
ground floor south west room may be among the older in the house. Localised paint removal suggests
this may be so. The colour schemes upon the late C17 panelling are: red (lead?) primer; dark olive green;
yellow ochre; violet; duck egg/’king’s’ blue; salmon (venetian red?). To the cornice, however, there are
two further pigments beneath the same dark olive green: the first above the red lead is a greeny brown,
perhaps Verona brown, followed by a deep gold ochre/raw sienna.

closet side of door, f/f NE room

lobby side of door f/f NE room

Appendix.

Transcript of Repair Schedule to York House, 1898, prepared prior to tenancy of William Cooper, with
pencilled annotations by Fitzwilliam Estate agent, G Markham. Schedule probably prepared by William
Cooper, appearing to be written in the same hand as a letter from Cooper to Markham on July 13 th 1898,
arguing for a reduction of the proposed rent. My observations in italic; photographs from December
2009.
The required rent for the property was £65 (per annum, it is assumed). Cooper felt £50 to be its ‘outside
value’, especially considering that many of repair and maintenance items he had requested had been
reduced in extent or rejected by Markham. Cooper also talks of what works not done might cost him to
do. This means that some of the work proposed and then rejected by the agent (such as papering) may
have been carried out and paid for by Cooper himself.

Repairs to “York House”
Entrance
repair floor (agent writes, ‘cement holes’); paint same colour.
Removal of later lining paper reveals a dark ‘chrome green’ paint over a paler chrome green. The darker
green is probably the painting ‘same colour’ proposed.
Breakfast Room
This is the ground floor north east room
New fire range and tiled hearth; new paper; paper and paint cupboard.
Only the painting of the cupboard was approved by the agent.
An oak fire surround and tiled hearth consistent with this period were removed in 2007. The cupboard
was in the nw corner of the room, to the north of the niche and has been removed in 2009. This room
had lining paper throughout and anaglypta to the ceiling. These may be later, however, and in the
adjoining room, decorators wrote 1903 beneath. It would seem that what the agent refused in 1898 was
subsequently done in 1903, therefore, unless further negotiation took place in 1898.

Dining Room
This is the ground floor SE room
New fire range and tiled hearth (agent writes ‘no’); Paint wood dado and windows (agent: ‘touch up and
varnish’); ? shelves only closet and paper and paint same (agent: whitening and paint shelving); put bead
around bottom of skirting (agent ticks, this bead remains).
These fireplaces had circa 1967 gas fires in place when current works began. Earlier Inner surrounds of
grey sandstone were behind these, with small pre-formed fire-clay grates probably intor’d somewhat
later than 1898.

Kitchen
Paint all over (ticked); put on new doors to cupboards (no); door to cellar (ticked); 2 new steps to same
(ticked).
By 2006, this room had been rendered with sand and cement and the cupboards referred to were hidden
behind plaster-boarded stud wall. The doorway to the cellar was blocked with cemented brickwork,
dating from perhaps the time that the flat was created. The doorway into the ‘butlers parlour’, or ‘gun
room’ as it is called in this inventory of repairs, is currently blocked with similar bricks and cement
mortar. Modern paints in this room match those in the kitchen suggesting that this doorway remained
open well into the C20.
Scullery
This room was the kitchen in 2006; it is called the ‘larder’ on CH Channon’s sketch; it is called the scullery
in this list.
Paint all over (ticked); put in new ? with tiled back and sides (agent: tiles and sink); repair floor (ticked);
put new doors to cupboard in passage (agent: make ?).
The passage cupboard dates from the late C17 blocking of the doorway from the hall; its doors were not
renewed, thankfully, butit has currently no home, the door to the hall having been reopened in 2006.

Gun Room, WC and back Entrance
See attached drawing.
Repair ceiling and floor (ticked); paper and paint all woodwork (ticked); new back door (repair).
CH Channon proposed installing a WC with sink that would have blocked the doorway. A toilet existed
beyond this doorway in a brick addition at this time and both survived until 2008 when the outbuilding
was demolished. The doorway was narrower than the historic doorway in 2006, so some variant on
Channon’s proposal may have been installed. No plumbing for toilet or sink was found in this room,
however. Channon’s partition did proceed, it would seem. Late C17 panelling in this room has been
moved and chopped about in the area of these alterations and plaster cornice matching the original
joinery cornice of the remainder of the room exists in the space Channon proposed sectioning off. The
plaster cornice will date from the undoing of these alterations, as well as of earlier ones. On Channon’s
drawing, the fireplace is at an angle halfway along the north wall. New floorboards still show where this
was. Currently, the fireplace is at an angle away from the west wall.

Staircase
Touch up and repair panel (ticked)
Panelled Bedroom
This is the central chamber at the top of the main stair, the oldest surviving panelled room in the house.
‘In the room bulged part of panelling repair same and paint room. ‘ (agent: no).
The failure to carry out this repair was one of Cooper’s justifications for asking for a lower rent. The
bulge remained in 2006. It was stabilised in 2008, but not disturbed. This room was stripped of its paint
in 2007.

Bedroom over Breakfast Room
This is the first floor NE room, the highest status room installed around 1690.
Repair floor(ticked); paper room (no).
This room has an early, original oak dado, with panelling to the south wall introduced in 1690 but which
incorporates recycled oak panels along with new stiles and rails of pitch pine. Some early panelling
survives above the doorway and above the doorway into the closet. The outer framework is all early.
Above the level of the dado, all of the panelling to the west and east walls, except the outer frame, is of
pine and plywood. The panelling to the north wall is a mixture of old and new; the overmantle is from
1690. Beneath an applied architrave to the roomside of the closet, remnants of wallpaper were
discovered, suggesting that the whole west wall may have been papered at one time.This is more likely
because the west and east walls will almost certainly have been altered in the early C18 with lath and
plaster formed within the earlier framework of panelling being introduced to receive fabric or, indeed,
wallpaper.

Bedroom over gun room
This is the first floor SW room.
Paper (no) and paint room and cupboard (ticked) and repair wall and ceiling (ticked). ‘touch up ceiling’
added by agent.
This room did have lining paper over lath and plaster panels introduced C18 in place of some of the 1690
panelling. The northern half of the ceiling was of plasterboard and was failing; 2/3 of the rest was over
early lath which had suffered extensive insect damage. The C17 overmantle was effectively lost to dry-rot
associated with long-standing water penetration at the SW corner of the building. A lath and plaster
panel in this location was also lost and renewed like-for-like in 2008.
Red Bedroom
This is the first floor NW room.
Make bathroom and W.C. (ticked); paper and paint walls (no).
A bathroom lay-out as found (and removed) in 2006 is sketched at the side of the repair schedule.It
occupied the southern two-fifths of the room, enclosed within a high quality stud wall with sawn lath and
plaster. The room was not red in 2006. It had much sand and cement plaster, which was removed, but
also surviving earth and lime plasters. However, remnants of patterned red wallpaper survived where
stud work for the bathroom had butted against the wall. This wallpaper is pre-1898, therefore.

Backstairs
Paper (no) and paint same from top to bottom.
Lining paper as well as thick gloss paint have been removed from this stair wall in 2009.

Attics
Paper one (no) and limewash others and paint window frames (ticked).
This schedule makes clear that the attic rooms were fully intact in 1898. In 2006, only the west attic
rooms remained intact.

General remarks follow:
Put gas in bedrooms and bathroom. (agent says no). However, stripping of modern paint in the f/f sw
bedroom recently uncovered the outline of a gas lamp wall bracket, as well as a stopped up hole for the
gas pipe.

Ease windows. Repair fasteners. (ticked)
Ease all doors and repair ? (ticked)
Repair roof (ticked)
Paint outside of house and buildings (ticked)

Yard
Build two-stalled stable (no). This appears on Channon’s drawing, adding to an existing building. Though
refused, the outline of two roofs remains upon the east wall of the Cloisters, the higher of which reflects
Channon’s plan. Cooper may have gone ahead, therefore, or persuaded the Estate to do so.
repair doors (ticked)
asphalt yard (no)
Garden
Asphalt garden walk (no); repair steps (ticked); repair garden wall (ticked); new fence to bottom of
garden (yes)

It will be noted that ‘paint’, limewash and ‘whitening’ are mentioned in the text. ‘Paint’ will have been
lead paint, even when applied to walls, perhaps, or else oil distemper. There are two shades of chrome
green that appear all over the house, mainly as isolated remnant, but extensively in some places over a
very thin screed of pink gypsum plaster. The plaster screedand greens may have been applied in 1937

when works were carried out on the house. ‘1963’ was found beneath the darker green paint in the
garden lobby. The colour that was probably applied in 1898 was a dark ochre/copperas colour that
remains in the scullery because it was behind cupboards. This colour also survives in remnant beneath
the pink gypsum plaster on the reveals of the front doorway.

Scullery, 1960s green not applied where cupboards must have
been.

Colours that remain in part beneath, on the stair, for example, are red and blue and might be oil
distemper.

chrome green in the breakfast room recess, beneath
lining paper.

The schedule above includes applying a ‘bead’ to the bottom of the skirting in the ground floor SE room.
This triangular ‘bead’ survives. The paint schemes upon it are: a dark olive green; pale yellow ochre; dark
yellow or gold ochre; white.

All joinery would have been painted with lead paint. All paint upon woodwork applied before at least
the 1967 alterations will have been lead-based.
Limewash needs no explanation: we see it here being specified for lower status, servants’ rooms in the
attics. Paint in the surviving SW atticis a modern gloss, and wholly inappropriate. In the earlier house,
during the C17, limewash would have been normal throughout. The ‘whitening’ specified would be soft
distemper.

